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You meet skeptics every day. They ask questions like:Why does God allow bad things to
happen? Can you have doubts and still be a Christian?Here’s a book written in kid-friendly
language that gives you all the answers.Packed full of well-researched, reliable, and eye-
opening investigations of some of the biggest questions you have, Case for Faith for Kids is a
must-read for kids ready to explore and enrich their faith.

From the Back CoverAnswers questions about faith that even adults struggle to answer.You
meet skeptics every day. They ask questions like: Why does God allow bad things to happen?
Can you have doubts and still be a Christian? Here's a book written in kid-friendly language that
gives you all the answers. Packed full of well-researched, reliable, and eye-opening
investigations of some of the biggest questions you have, The Case for Faith for Kids is a must
read for kids ready to explore and enrich their faith.About the AuthorAtheist-turned-Christian
LEE STROBEL is a former award-winning legal editor of The Chicago Tribune and a New York
Times bestselling author of more than forty books and curricula that have sold fourteen million
copies. He was described in the Washington Post as “one of the evangelical community’s most
popular apologists.” He currently leads the Lee Strobel Center for Evangelism and Applied
Apologetics at Colorado Christian University. Lee and his wife, Leslie, have been married for
nearly fifty years. Visit him at LeeStrobel.com.Rob Suggs has been involved in three successful
children's Bibles as writer, illustrator, or both. He and his wife, Gayle, have two children and live
in Atlanta, Georgia.Robert Elmer lives in the Seattle area with his wife and their little white dog,
Farragut, who is named for the famous admiral. He is the author of over fifty books, most of them
for younger readers (but some for grown-ups, as well). He enjoys sailing in the San Juan Islands,
exploring the Pacific Northwest with his wife, and spending time with their three kids – along with
a growing number of little grandkids.
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Dan O, “Great book for mature kids with questions, but left me wanting a touch more. We got this
book for my eight year old who has excellent questions about God and faith. My wife and I had
read the adult version of A Case for Faith ourselves, when we were having a season of doubt,
and we really loved it.This version addresses many of the same questions as the adult book,
with many of the same interviewees. The text was well targeted for 8-12 year old kids and didn’t
talk down or come across as too heady for that age group. It is a great book for discussion
starting and addressing many common concerns with faith and doubt in children trying to learn
to believe.However, I did come away from it wishing it had gone just a bit deeper on some of the
topics like the adult version had. I’m not talking deep apologetics here, but just more depth and
material for kids to consider.Overall, though, an excellent book for parents and children to read
together and discuss on the journey towards faith, while still engaging science and critical
thinking.  Highly recommend”

Shaun Stevenson, “Got Questions?. As a children's pastor, I often get asked for resources that
can help families go deeper when their kids ask some tough questions. So when I was asked
about a book that might help a family talk about miracles together, I found CASE FOR FAITH
FOR KIDS by Lee Strobel, Rob Suggs, and Robert Elmer. This book takes the basic ideas from
CASE FOR FAITH and simplifies them to the point where a 3rd - 5th grader might be better able
to understand the conversations, questions, and logical arguments behind faith.There are a few
main questions asked here, such as:- Why would a good God allow bad things?- Does science
mean miracles can't happen?- Can other religions get us into heaven?- Can I have doubts and
still be a Christian?The answers provided to these questions are well-researched and include
conversations with scholars and theologians including Peter Kreeft, Bill Craig, and Ravi
Zacharias. The discussion are not trite or dismissive of hard questions and hard truths. Strobel
dives in to some of the most difficult aspects of these questions while still keeping things at kid-
level.There are some basic assumptions made here however. For instance, during the
discussion of the problem of evil in the world, Strobel takes the theological stance that people
have free will, and does not deal with the topics of predestination and predetermination. I didn't
find this to be a problem necessarily, but parents should be aware of the framework from which
Strobel view these questions.The last section of the book contains four short stories that deal
loosely with the topics presented in the first half of the book. These stories seemed a little
confusing to follow, and I hard time keeping straight what exactly was happening in each one.
However, they could be used to help a kid begin the conversations the first half of the book lays
out in more detail.Throughout the book are discussion questions you can have with your child,
which I found extremely helpful and on point. The questions asked are good ones that will help
the conversation continue far after the book is finished. There are even a couple activities that
help to reinforce the points made that could be done as a family.At the end of the day, CASE



FOR FAITH FOR KIDS is a great little book that really is a primer on apologetics for kids asking
some of the toughest questions. Filled with Scripture, research, and questions and activities, this
is really a must have for any family.”

amber the cat lady 1986, “Great for teaching kids biblical world view. I would definitely
recommend the Case for Christ, Case for Faith, and Case for the Creator FOR KIDS! I got this
series for my 9 year old son to help me with teaching him a biblical world view. Our public school
system and media is so full of contradictory information, I want my son to rest firmly on the
TRUTH! So I decided to find something he could read that would be on his level… We have
started A Case for Christ together and he really seems to be enjoying it.If you are looking for
other items to teach biblical world view, I also recommend The Answers Book For Kids Vol 1,
2 ,3, and 4. which has answers to 88 of their most difficult questions regarding the Bible, God,
sin, dinosaurs, the Flood of Noah, salvation, and more!”

LorenaW, “Helpful. My kids and I both enjoyed reading this book. Gives scientific facts in an easy
to understand format that helps support our faith and point to a creator. Will buy more from this
series.”

Geisha Hawaii, “Get it today!. This would be great for someone whom English is their second
language as well as the novice apologist and new Christian's. Very easy read and still thought
provoking for adults. My homeschooled, 8 yr old kids love having me read this to them. I have
enjoyed all of Lee's Case For books and DVD.”

Nicole, “Stand alone for younger kids, great as stepping stone into deeper Bible reading for
middleschooler!. Aprox 3rd to 5th grade level, depends on maturity of child. My 12 yr olds
already past this learning level. Wished I had this book when the kids were still at the skeptical
phase of learning. However, we used this as a stepping research level to dig deeper into our
Bible reading.”

Ebook Libraryymous, “Wonderful book. I bought these for a group of kids I was discipling as a
gift. They were so excited and ate up the book. My own two daughters got the same book and
read it all the time until they were done. It is a great book with a ton of answers that even baby
Christian adults might have. Someone could take this book and use two questions a week and
use it in Sunday school class as well. Really great!!!”

Katherine Kieffer, “awesome book. This book is awesome! It is an amazing book for teaching
children about faith and the whys regarding faith.”

Miss C, “Good. Bought as a gift. Haven't read it all myself. Seems accessible to children who like
to read and may have questions about the faith.”



cambsmummy, “Taster for the rest of the series..... My daughter is 9 and can understand this
little book perfectly, its simple depth is enough to keep the child interested. She has already
asked about purchasing the rest of the series. Not too complicated, just the way it should be.”

TwirlySue, “a fun and inspiring read for "kids" of all ages.. If I could give six stars I would. I am
well beyond my childhood years but loved it. Can't wait to share it with kids and adults in my
church. Nothing to add so I might help with some suggestions for further resourcing great
stuff.BOOKS to feed my brain: Just Like Mary. R Gortier, The Children's book of Saints- Regina
Press, Lolek- The Boy who became Pope, The Cross and The Switchblade,MUSIC to feed my
ears: wow worship music, matt redman, TobymacWEB: ewtn kids, ewtn 'journey home' videos
on bing search... and also some FILMS: Gospel according to Matthew (visual bible) Angels in
the Outfield; Entetaining Angels; Facing the Giants, Faith like Potatoes (the documentary on the
disc is better than the film in my opinion); The Good Pope (Bob Hoskins); Greatest game ever
played; Joan of Arc (Mila Jovovich) Karol- a man who became Pope; Leben fur Leben; Mary,
Mother of Jesus (1999) Miracle Maker, Miracle of Marcellino; Molokai, Of Gods and Men;
October Baby; Radio; Scarlet and the Black, Song of Bernadette, Sophie Scholl, Shoes of the
Fisherman, The Way”

Celine Thomas, “Great series. Written at my 13 year old's level”

Ebook Library Reader, “Very useful. Really fun and convincing ways for young children to
understand why we believe in what we believe in.”

The book by Robert Elmer has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 401 people have provided feedback.
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